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Abstract When datasets are affected by nonresponse,
imputation of the missing values is a viable solution. How-
ever, most imputation routines implemented in commonly
used statistical software packages do not accommodate mul-
tilevel models that are popular in education research and
other settings involving clustering of units. A common strat-
egy to take the hierarchical structure of the data into account
is to include cluster-specific fixed effects in the imputation
model. Still, this ad hoc approach has never been compared
analytically to the congenial multilevel imputation in a ran-
dom slopes setting. In this paper, we evaluate the impact
of the cluster-specific fixed-effects imputation model on
multilevel inference. We show analytically that the cluster-
specific fixed-effects imputation strategy will generally bias
inferences obtained from random coefficient models. The
bias of random-effects variances and global fixed-effects
confidence intervals depends on the cluster size, the relation
of within- and between-cluster variance, and the missing
data mechanism. We illustrate the negative implications of
cluster-specific fixed-effects imputation using simulation
studies and an application based on data from the National
Educational Panel Study (NEPS) in Germany.
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Introduction

Missing values are a common problem in survey data, which
can lead to bias if the nonresponse is not properly taken
into account by the analyst. A widely accepted strategy to
deal with this problem is imputation, which is based on the
idea that missing values are replaced with plausible values
to produce a completed dataset on which standard analy-
sis models can be applied by the analyst with no, or a less
severe, nonresponse bias.

A procedure to take the uncertainty from imputation
directly into account is multiple imputation (MI). With MI,
values are not imputed just once, but M ≥ 2 times. This
leads to M datasets that need to be analyzed, each with
the same method leading to M estimates of the parame-
ters of interest and their standard errors. The final inference
is obtained by using simple procedures to combine the
different results (Rubin’s combining rules, Rubin 1987).
For applications of (multiple) imputation in educational
research see, for example, the overview by Peugh and
Enders (2004).

From a theoretical perspective, it is essential that the
imputation model is congenial to the model used by the ana-
lyst to ensure unbiased results based on the imputed data.
Broadly speaking, congeniality means that the model speci-
fications of the imputation model and the analysis model are
compatible, i.e., they should be based on the same modeling
assumptions (see Meng 1994 and Kenward and Carpen-
ter 2007 for more details). For example, if the analyst is
interested in explaining the performance of students in a
competence test and uses socio-economic status as one of
the predictors, but this predictor is not used when imputing
missing values in the competence test, the imputation model
and the analysis model would be uncongenial. Therefore, an
imputation method should always be developed keeping in
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mind the assumed analysis model to be carried out on the
imputed data.

These considerations also hold for hierarchical datasets.
These are datasets in which individual measurements are
grouped; for example, students observed within the same
class or repeated measurements on the same individual.
Such hierarchical datasets might be analyzed using multi-
level models (see Goldstein 1987 or O’Connell andMcCoach
2008 and the short review provided in the section “Multi-
level modeling” of this paper). Thus, to ensure congenial-
ity, multilevel models should also be used at the imputation
stage. However, most of the statistical software packages
that are commonly used for imputation such as SAS,
SPSS, or Stata, do not provide imputation methods explic-
itly designed for hierarchical data. To our knowledge, the
only tools that allow for multilevel imputation models
are the external SAS macro MMI IMPUTE developed by
Mistler (2013), some multiple imputation routines in MPlus
(Asparouhov and Muthén, 2010), the standalone software
REALCOM-IMPUTE (Carpenter et al., 2011), which also
offers interfaces for MLwiN and Stata, and the R packages
mice (van Buuren et al., 2015), pan (Schafer, 2016), and
jomo (Quartagno & Carpenter, 2016).

However, mice is limited to two levels of hierarchy
and continuous dependent variables while all other imputa-
tion routines rely on the restrictive joint modeling approach.
Joint modeling, which assumes a joint density for all vari-
ables with missing data, is especially problematic if the
model of interest is a random slopes model, since unlike the
sequential regression approach implemented in mice, the
joint modeling approach cannot deal with missing data in
the slope variables (Enders et al., 2016, see also Drechsler
2011 for a general discussion of the pros and cons of the
joint modeling approach).

Due to the sparseness of suitable software, using cluster-
specific fixed-effects imputation has been recommended in
the literature (Diaz-Ordaz et al., 2016; Graham, 2009). This
approach is carried out by including dummy variables, rep-
resenting the cluster membership of the observations, into
the data (see section “Cluster-specific fixed-effects impu-
tation”). This imputation strategy is also endorsed on the
FAQ website for the multiple imputation module in Stata
(StataCorp, 2011). Since the cluster-specific fixed-effects
approach is easy to implement using standard imputation
software, it has been used for the imputation of missing val-
ues in hierarchical datasets (see for example, Brown et al.,
2009; Clark et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2016). Research about
imputation in hierarchical settings has only been undertaken
in recent years with the earliest papers on this topic focusing
only on the impacts on global fixed-effects (the regres-
sion coefficients) inferences (Reiter et al., 2006; Taljaard
et al., 2008; Andridge, 2011). In educational research, it is
often the random effects themselves (or derivatives, such

as the intra-class correlation) that are of particular inter-
est when measuring the school effect (Lenkeit, 2012; Nye
et al., 2004; McCaffrey et al., 2004b). The impacts on ran-
dom effects were addressed in later papers but the authors
either only focused on random intercept models (Drechsler,
2015; Lüdtke et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2016), or the eval-
uations were limited to running simulation studies without
analytical derivations to identify which factors influence the
bias observed in the simulation studies (van Buuren, 2011;
Enders et al., 2016; Grund et al., 2016). In random intercept
models, it is assumed that within a cluster, the average inter-
cept deviates from the global intercept by a cluster-specific
random value. For example, this could mean that in a class
the students score on average four points higher on a math
test than the average population of students. This is in con-
trast to a random coefficients model where the effect of a
covariate, x on y, randomly deviates from the global effect;
for example, if the performance x in a previous test has a
higher effect in a class than on average.

To our knowledge, the impact on random effects if fixed-
effects models with cluster-specific slopes are used for
imputation has not yet been studied analytically, despite the
demand for such research (Drechsler, 2015; Lüdtke et al.,
2017; Grund et al., 2016). Our paper closes this research
gap by comparing cluster-specific fixed-effects imputation
and multilevel imputation and generalizing the evaluations
to all types of random coefficient models. We derive analyt-
ically why the variance of the random effects in the analysis
model is positively biased when a cluster-specific fixed-
effects imputation model, instead of a multilevel imputation
model, is used. Further, we find that beyond the three factors
governing this bias that were already identified in Drechsler
(2015) (for the special case of random intercept models),
the bias also depends on the mean and variance of the
observed data (which are governed by the missing data
mechanism). We present support for these findings using
simulation studies and a real data application.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows:
Section “Related research” summarizes the findings from
previous studies, highlights their limitations, and describes
our contributions to fill these research gaps. Section
“Multilevel modeling” summarizes the ideas behind mul-
tilevel modeling and introduces the relevant notation. The
different imputation methods are described in section “Impu-
tation models”. The following section compares the dif-
ferent imputation strategies analytically and derives which
factors influence the bias in random effects-based infer-
ences. The theoretical findings are confirmed using exten-
sive simulations in the “Simulation study” section. In the
“Real data application” section, we compare the results
of the imputation methods on educational research data.
Finally, in the “Conclusion” section we provide a summary
of our findings with some practical guidance and provide an
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outlook for further research on the topic of hierarchical data
imputation.

Related research

As mentioned previously, research about imputation in hier-
archical settings is relatively sparse. Reiter et al. (2006)
illustrated that ignoring clusters in the imputation process
can lead to biased analysis results for clustered sampling
designs. They also illustrated that including cluster-specific
fixed intercepts for each cluster in the imputation model will
lead to conservative inferences for the global fixed effects
in the analysis model, increasing the chances of type II
errors. In substantive research, this could mean that some
covariates are found to have no significant effect on the
target variable, while in reality there is one, which would
have been found if a proper imputation would have been
conducted. Taljaard et al. (2008) compared several imputa-
tion routines in a cluster randomized trial setting (clustered
randomized trials are typically analyzed using multilevel
models but sometimes imputed based on a cluster-specific
fixed-effects approach). They found that simple imputation
routines (such as cluster mean imputation) can be a suit-
able choice, but is inferior in performance compared to
a congenial (multilevel) imputation. Andridge (2011) also
focused on cluster randomized trials. She showed analyti-
cally and empirically that the MI variance estimator for the
global fixed effects will be conservative if cluster-specific
fixed-effects imputation models are used. All three papers
leave two kinds of research gaps. First, they limited their
evaluations to random intercept models; and second, they
all dealt with situations in which the random effects are
only nuisance parameters. Thus, none of them evaluated
the impacts of cluster-specific fixed-effects imputation on
random effects inferences. However, as illustrated in the
Introduction, these inferences are often of major interest in
education research.

The first paper that also evaluated the impacts on ran-
dom effects inferences is van Buuren (2011). In a simulation
study, the author evaluated the consequences of ignoring the
hierarchical structure completely or incorporating dummy
variables for the clusters in a random intercept model. He
found that ignoring the hierarchy in the data causes biases in
random effects inferences and even biases the global fixed
effects if missing values occur in the explanatory variables.
A further finding was that incorporating dummies for the
clusters in the imputation model improves the inferences for
the global fixed effects but the estimated variances of the ran-
dom effects can still be biased. Still, this work was limited to
random intercepts and did not explain the results analytically.

Recently, several theoretical articles, comparing imputation
methods in a multilevel setting, have appeared. Drechsler

(2015) theoretically explained the bias found in the simu-
lations of van Buuren (2011) and illustrated that the bias
depends on the cluster size, the missing data rate, and the
intra-class correlation (ICC), which, in random intercepts
models, is the proportion of variance between clusters rela-
tive to the total variance. Like van Buuren (2011), he only
focused on random intercept models. Lüdtke et al. (2017)
again only focused on random intercept models. They com-
pared a single level imputation (which ignores the cluster-
ing of the data), a cluster-specific fixed-effects imputation
(incorporating cluster-specific intercepts), and a multilevel
imputation with respect to the bias in the intra-class corre-
lation. They derived their results analytically and included
a simulation study. Generally, they favored the multilevel
imputation, but in some settings the single level imputation
performed acceptable as well. The dummy imputation could
be appropriate when the clusters and ICC are large and
when the focus is on the regression coefficients only. The
first paper to also consider random slopes was published by
Grund et al. (2016). The authors evaluated the performance
of two multilevel imputation strategies and listwise dele-
tion under various settings. They found that the multilevel
imputation methods worked well, as long as the missing
data only occur in the dependent variable. If missings occur
in the covariates, then random effects variances would be
biased, an issue we will discuss later. The authors did not
consider the dummy variable approach as an alternative to
the multilevel imputation model.

Enders et al. (2016) mainly compared joint modeling
(imputing all variables in one step) and sequential regres-
sion (imputing the variables step by step) in a setting of
random intercepts and random slopes. Besides these impu-
tation techniques, they also evaluated the performance of
single-level imputation and including dummy variables for
cluster-specific intercepts, but not cluster-specific slopes.
They found that joint modeling and sequential regression
produced similar results in random intercepts models. Joint
modeling performed better when contextual effects (clus-
ter means, etc.) were incorporated into the analysis model,
while the sequential regression approach performed best
in random slopes settings. The poor performance of the
dummy variable and joint modeling approach in the random
slopes context is not surprising since, except for the sequen-
tial regression approach, the authors only considered models
that ignore the cluster-specific slopes. Finally, Zhou et al.
(2016) proposed an approach to impute a binary variable for
rare events in a multilevel setting. The idea is to generate
synthetic populations and then to draw plausible values for
the missing values from the posterior predictive distribution
based on these populations. Via simulation based on a ran-
dom intercept model, they compared their approach with a
single-level imputation, an imputation model with intercept
dummies for strata and clusters, and a random intercepts
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imputation model. Results indicated poor coverage rates
for single-level imputation. The fixed- and random- effe-
cts imputation models and their approach worked mostly
well with some shortcomings, and random slopes were not
considered.

To summarize, while all these articles cover imputation
strategies for hierarchical data, they are subject to three impor-
tant limitations: They only consider random intercept mod-
els (Reiter et al., 2006; Andridge, 2011; van Buuren, 2011;
Drechsler, 2015; Enders et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2016; Tal-
jaard et al., 2008; Lüdtke et al., 2017), they only rely on
simulation studies to evaluate the impact of different impu-
tation approaches (Reiter et al., 2006; van Buuren, 2011;
Enders et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2016; Taljaard et al., 2008),
or they do not evaluate the cluster-specific fixed-effects
imputation approach as an alternative to the multilevel
imputation model (Grund et al., 2016). Our contribution
to the literature is that we analytically generalize the find-
ings regarding the cluster-specific fixed-effects imputation
compared to the multilevel imputation model by consider-
ing a setting with (arbitrarily many) cluster-specific variable
dummies. We also show which factors govern the potential
bias from cluster-specific fixed-effects imputation.

Multilevel modeling

With hierarchical data, each individual belongs to one of J

clusters. Assuming that individuals within the same clus-
ter are relatively homogeneous, it makes sense to extend
the standard linear regression model to account for this. For
example, school classes can be homogeneous if the school
district lies in an area with many pupils from a specific
socio-economic group. As the literature has identified, the
socio-economic background tends to be influential on many
educational issues (American Psychological Association,
2017), and analyses about the students’ educational abilities
have to take this homogeneity into account. The multilevel
model (or linear mixed model as it is often referred to in
statistics) is an extension of the linear model and has been a
common analysis model for hierarchical data for many years
(see, for example, Hedeker and Gibbons 1997 or Verbeke
and Molenberghs 2009). A multilevel model incorporates
cluster level random effects in addition to the global fixed
effects to take the data hierarchy into account. The general
multilevel model is given by:

yij = Xijβ + Zijγj + εij ,

γj ∼ N(0, �),

εij ∼ N(0, σ 2
ε ) (1)

where yij is the value of the target variable Y for individ-
ual i = 1, . . . , nj in cluster j = 1, . . . , J , with nj being

the size of cluster j . Xij is a (1 × P) vector containing
the variables for which a constant effect across all clusters
is assumed (generally this will include a 1-column for the
intercept). β is the (P ×1) vector containing the global fixed
effects. Zij is a (1 × K) vector containing the variables for
which it is assumed that the effects vary between the clus-
ters. Often Z is a subset of X, meaning that a variable can
either have only a global fixed effect or both a global fixed
effect and random effects, but will never be modeled as
having random effects only. γj is a (K × 1) vector contain-
ing the cluster-specific random effect(s) for cluster j . They
allow the effect(s) of Z to vary between the clusters and are
assumed to follow a multivariate normal distribution with
zero-mean and covariance matrix �. This modeling strat-
egy implicitly assumes that the observed clusters represent
a random selection from a larger population of clusters. The
assumption is met if 1,000 schools in the U.S. are sampled
from the existing 100,000+ schools, but when characteris-
tics are measured on all 50 U.S. states, including random
effects for the states, it is not appropriate, as the states are
the basic population and not a sample from it. For later use,
we define γ to be the J × K matrix containing all random
effects γ = (γ ′

1, . . . , γ
′
J )′. Finally, εij is the error term and

σ 2
ε its variance.
To give an example in which situation the multilevel

modeling approach could be used in educational research,
consider the following model that analyzes the relationship
between the score in a math test in year 1 and in year 3 of
schooling:

scoreyear3ij = β0 + scoreyear1ij · β1

+γ0j + scoreyear1ij · γ1j + εij (2)

This modeling strategy would imply that there is a global
average score β0 (say 10) that students have in year 3 if their
score in year 1 was 0. For each additional point scored in
year 1, the expected score in year 3 increases by β1 (say
0.8) points, on average. Now, for each cluster, these effects
are assumed to vary randomly around the global effects. For
example, it could be the case that in school 27 the expected
average score is higher (say 11.5, implying γ0,27 = 1.5) but
the effect of the test in year 1 is lower (say 0.6, implying
that γ1,27 = −0.2).

Imputation models

Imputation methods based on the multiple imputation
approach generally consist of two steps: First, a set of
model parameters is drawn from their posterior distribu-
tions given the data. In the second step, missing values are
replaced by repeated draws from the specified distribution
given the parameters drawn from step one. This section
describes these two steps for the two imputation models
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to be compared: the cluster-specific fixed-effects imputation
and the multilevel imputation model.

Cluster-specific fixed-effects imputation

The easiest way to extend the standard linear (multiple)
imputation procedures to account for the hierarchy in the
data is to incorporate individual fixed effects for each
cluster. In this case, the parametric model is given by:

yij = Xijβ + Zijγj + εij , εij ∼ N(0, σ 2
ε ), (3)

The only (yet crucial) difference to Eq. 1 is that γj is
no longer assumed to be a realization from a normal dis-
tribution, but rather assumed to be fixed. In practice, this
implies that a dummy variable for each cluster is included
in the model and each variable in Z is interacted with this
dummy. Let Ij = I (yij ∈ clusterj ) be the indicator func-
tion that equals 1 if yij belongs to cluster j , and equals zero
otherwise. The model to be estimated is given by:

yij =
P−T∑

p=1

Xijpβp +
J−1∑

j=1

K∑

k=1

ZijkIj γjk + εij ,

εij ∼ N
(
0, σ 2

ε

)
, (4)

where p = 1, . . . , P is the index for the P variables in X

and k = 1, . . . , K is the index for the K variables contained
in Z. Without loss of generality, we assume that X is sorted
so that those T variables in X, that are also included in Z,
are included in the last T columns of X. These variables
need to be dropped (in addition to the reference categories
for the dummy variables) to keep the model identified.

Since this is a standard linear regression model, with the
usual assumption of uninformative priors (Bartlett et al.,
2015), the draws for the first step of the imputation come
from the following posterior distributions:

σ̃ 2
ε ∼ χ−2

(
nobs − d,

[
nobs − d

]
· σ̂ 2

ε

)
,

δ̃ ∼ N

(
δ̂,

[
V obs′

V obs
]−1 · σ̃ 2

ε

)
, (5)

where χ−2 is an inverse Chi-squared distribution, nobs

is the number of individuals over all clusters for which
the outcome Y is observed, and d = (J − 1) ·
K + P − T is the number of coefficients that need to
be estimated. δ = {γ11, . . . , γ(J−1)K, β1, . . . , βP−T } is
the collection of parameters to be estimated and V =
{Z1I1, . . . , Z1IJ−1, Z2I1, . . . , ZKIJ−1, X1, . . . , XP−T } is
the matrix of explanatory variables. V obs is the subset of V

containing those observations for which the outcome Y is
observed. Note that we assume that all explanatory variables
are fully observed or that missing values in these variables
have been imputed in previous steps, as missing values in

an explanatory variable can cause biases in some parame-
ter estimates (Grund et al., 2016). Lastly, σ̂ε

2 and δ̂ are the
ordinary least squares estimates for σ 2

ε and δ.
In the second step, missing values are imputed by ran-

domly drawing values from

Y imp ∼ N(V impδ̃, σ̃ 2
ε ), (6)

where Y imp and V imp denote the subset of Y and V for
which Y is missing.

Multilevel imputation

Since the posterior distribution of the parameters of the
multilevel model is not available in closed form, a Gibbs
sampler is required for the first step of the imputation (see
for example Gelman and Hill (2006) for details). Assuming
uninformative priors, draws from the following conditional
models need to be iterated until convergence (for readabil-
ity we use |. to indicate conditioning on all other parameters
and the data at each step of the Gibbs sampler):

The global fixed effects for the imputation model are
drawn from the normal posterior distribution:

β̃|. ∼ N(β	, �	) with

β	 =
(
Xobs′

Xobs
)−1

Xobs′ (
yobs − Zobs γ̃

)

�	 = σ̃ε
2 ·

(
Xobs′

Xobs
)−1

(7)

The residual variance is based on the posterior χ2 distri-
bution with nobs − 1 degrees of freedom

σ̃ε|. ∼

√√√√√
J∑

j=1

nobs
j∑

i=1

(
yobs
ij − Xobs

ij β̃ − Zobs
ij γ̃j

)2

χ2
nobs−1

(nobs − 1)
(8)

The variance of the random effects is drawn from the pos-
terior Wishart distribution with J + K degrees of freedom

�̃|. ∼ Wishart (�	)−1
J+K with

�	 = (
γ̃ ′γ̃ + Sp

)−1
, (9)

where Sp = K · �̂obs is the prior for the random effects
variance and �̂obs is the estimated random effects variance
based on the observed data.

The cluster-specific random effects are (multivariate)
normally distributed

γ̃j |. ∼ N(γ 	
j , 
j )

γ 	
j =

(
Zobs′

j Zobs
j + σ̃ε

2 · �̃−1
)−1

Zobs
j

(
yobs
j − Xobs

j β̃
)


j = σ̃ 2
ε ·

(
Zobs′

j Zobs
j + σ̃ 2

ε · �̃−1
)−1

(10)
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In the second step, missing values in Y are imputed by
drawing from:

yij ∼ N
(
Xij β̃ + Zγ̃j , σ̃

2
ε

)
. (11)

Theoretical juxtaposition of the two imputation
models

Both imputation models have an important common feature:
they allow one to incorporate cluster-specific effects. The
main difference is that cluster-specific fixed-effects impu-
tation assumes that the cluster effects are fixed quantities,
whereas in multilevel models it is assumed that the clus-
ter effects are random deviations from the global effect and
these deviations follow a known distribution.

Including many dummy variables for the cluster-specific
fixed-effects imputation can result in a large amount of
parameters to be estimated (cf. Enders et al., 2016). On the
other hand, one drawback of the multilevel imputation is
its computational complexity resulting in relatively long run
times and the task to monitor convergence of the imputa-
tion runs. It is well known (see, for example, Wooldrige
2010) that both models provide consistent estimates of the
global fixed effects in a multilevel analysis model. However,
as illustrated by Reiter et al. (2006) and Andridge (2011),
the estimated variances of these global fixed-effects esti-
mates will be biased after a cluster-specific fixed-effects
imputation.

Furthermore, because the cluster-specific effects are
modeled differently within the imputation, we also expect
that the inferences of the random effects will be affected in
the analysis model. Since the variance components are often
of major interest in multilevel modeling, we will focus on
the impact on the estimated covariance matrix of the random
effects.

Directly quantifying the impact is difficult since the dis-
tribution of the random effects cannot be obtained in closed
form. Thus, we follow the approach of Drechsler (2015) and
compare the covariance matrix of the cluster-specific effects
conditioning on all other parameters in the model. Since for
the cluster-specific fixed-effects approach the conditional
cluster-specific effects in one cluster are independent of
the other clusters this conditional covariance matrix can be
computed based solely on the information from the cluster.
For cluster j , the matrix is given by (see Appendix A for
details):

V ar
(
γ

f ix
j |β, V obs

)
= σ 2

ε ·
(
Zobs′

j Zobs
j

)−1

=
(
1/σ 2

ε · Zobs′
j Zobs

j

)−1
, (12)

where γ
f ix
j = {γ1j , . . . , γKj }′ is the collection of cluster-

specific fixed effects, β = {β1, . . . , βP−T } is the collection

of global fixed effects, V obs is the observed data, and Zobs
j

is the subset of records inZj for which Y is observed, where
Zj contains those variables in cluster j for which cluster-
specific effects are assumed (in the example above Zj is a
matrix with a column of 1s for the intercept and the score of
students in year 1 from class j). As noted above, the same
conditional covariance matrix for the multilevel model is
given by (Goldstein 2011 p. 69)

V ar
(
γ multi
j | . . . , V obs

)
= σ 2

ε ·
(
Zobs′

j Zobs
j + σ 2

ε · �−1
)−1

=
(
1/σ 2

ε · Zobs′
j Zobs

j + �−1
)−1

.

(13)

The analytic comparison of Eqs. 12 and 13 is the main part
of this section and key to this article. In the appendix, these
equations are compared in detail regarding their Loewner-
ordering (a mathematical concept to compare matrices),
their additive and multiplicative difference, and their repre-
sentations as ellipsoids (a multidimensional generalization
of two-dimensional ellipses). Here we want to limit ourselves
to themajor findings. The first major finding (see Appendix B
for details and proofs): V ar(γ f ix |.) is Loewner larger than
V ar(γ multi |.) and therefore the variances of the estimated
random effects are always larger for the cluster-specific
fixed-effects imputation. Assuming a correctly specified
analysis model, this implies that after cluster-specific fixed-
effects imputation, the estimated variances on the second
level of the multilevel analysis model will always have a
positive bias. The second major finding (see Appendix C):
The multiplicative difference between the two variances
(14) allows one to draw many conclusions regarding the
causes of bias induced by the fixed-effects imputation:

V ar
(
γ

f ix
j |.

)
=

(
I +

[
Zobs′

j Zobs
j

]−1 · σ 2
ε · �−1

)

·V ar
(
γ multi
j |.

)
(14)

On the one hand, the difference depends on the ratio of
the two variance components σ 2

ε and �. Higher random
effects variances in � will decrease the bias, whereas higher
residual variances σ 2

ε will increase it. Intuitively this makes
sense. If the residual variance σ 2

ε (i.e., the variance on the
individual level) is small relative to the cluster level vari-
ance �, this implies that all the variation is between the
clusters and thus the multilevel model coincides with the
cluster-specific fixed-effects model. Both imputation mod-
els will lead to similar results in this case. However, if the
individual level variance is large relative to the cluster level
variance, results based on a cluster-specific fixed-effects
analysis model will differ from the results obtained from
a multilevel analysis model and we would expect to see a
similar effect if cluster-specific fixed-effects and multilevel
models are used at the imputation stage.
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Besides the ratio of the two variance components, the dif-
ference also depends on the matrix of explanatory variables
in cluster j . Under rather general conditions, the difference
decreases with increasing cluster size since the main diag-

onal elements of
(
Zobs′

j Zobs
j

)−1
decrease as nj increases

(see Appendix D). Again, this is plausible, since the shrink-
age effect of the multilevel model generally decreases with
increasing cluster size and thus the differences between the
two models also decreases with the size of the cluster. An
implication that is easily overseen is that the difference will
implicitly also depend on the missing data mechanism since
Zobs

j only contains those records for which Y is observed.
If, for example, the missingness in Y is positively corre-
lated with Z, i.e., the probability for Y to be missing is
higher for larger Z, the matrix Zobs′

j Zobs
j will look different

than if the missingness is negatively correlated with Z. We
will address this issue in the next section. We also note that
Eq. 14 reveals that the bias does not depend on the number
of available clusters since the number of clusters J does not
appear in the equation.

The thirdmajor finding: The ellipsoid of the random effects
after cluster-specific fixed-effects imputation always fully
encloses themultilevel imputation-ellipsoid (see Appendix E).
One interpretation is that the confidence region for the joint
distribution of the conditional parameters for γ

f ix
j |. fully

encloses the confidence region for γ multi
j |. for any signifi-

cance level α. This allows us to make a more general state-
ment compared to the first finding: the set of random effects
(inspected jointly) will vary more in every possible direction
(regardless of their covariance) after cluster-specific fixed-
effects imputation. Thus, we would generally overestimate
the variability on the second level of our multilevel model.
This directly implies that the ”classical” intra-class correla-
tion ICC = σ 2

0 /(σ 2
0 + σ 2

ε ), with σ 2
0 being the variance on

the second level, will be positively biased in a random inter-
cepts setting (the fraction increases as σ 2

0 increases while σ 2
ε

remains constant).

Simulation study

To evaluate whether the identified differences between the
two models also lead to substantial bias in the inferences
obtained from the imputed dataset, we run extensive simu-
lation studies in R (R Core Team, 2016). The simulations
(repeated 1000 times) consist of four steps:

1. Data generation
2. Inducement of nonresponse
3. Multiple (M = 50) imputation based on both the

cluster-specific fixed-effects and multilevel imputation
models described above

4. Running amultilevel analysismodel on the imputed dataset

In the following, we will describe each step in detail.

Data generation

To limit the number of parameters that need to be evaluated,
we assume the model of interest has, besides the random
intercepts, just one random slope variable. We do not expect
any further insights from the inclusion of further random
coefficients.

For the simulation, we assume that the analysis model
is correctly specified, i.e., the analysis model matches the
data generating process. Of course, this assumption is often
not met in practice; however, it is moot to discuss poten-
tial biases from imputation if the analysis model would
already be biased in the absence of any missing data. For
simplicity, we only include two explanatory global fixed-
effects variables—W1 varying at the individual level (e.g.,
the test score in year 1) and W2 varying at the cluster level
(e.g., the teachers age)—in our random coefficients analy-
sis model. These two variables were generated according to
the following models:

W1 ∼ N(1, 2 · In)

W2 ∼ N(3, 1.5 · IJ ), (15)

where In and IJ denote the identity matrices (a matrix with
1s on the main diagonal and 0s elsewhere) of dimension n

and J , where n is the number of individuals and J is the
number of clusters. In other words, we have n independent
draws from a normal distribution with mean 1 and standard
deviation 2 and J independent draws from a normal distri-
bution with mean 3 and standard deviation 1.5. Our random
coefficient model is given as:

Y = Xβ + Zγ + ε, with ε ∼ N(0, In · σ 2
ε ), (16)

where X = {1, W1, W
∗
2 , W1 · W ∗

2 }, Z = {1, W1}, and W ∗
2 is

the cluster level variable W2 “blown-up” to have the same
length as the other variables by repeating each entry j nj

times, where nj is the cluster size for cluster j and j =
{1, . . . , J }. So the model has an intercept, two fixed-effects
covariates, and their interaction as global fixed-effects vari-
ables in the model. Besides the fixed-effects variables, the
model contains a random intercept and a random slope vari-
able. The values of the global fixed effects are set to β =
{2, 1, 1.5, −0.3} and the random effects are generated as

γ ∼ N(0, �) with

� =
(

σ 2
0 σ01

σ10 σ 2
1

)
=

(
0.7 −0.3

−0.3 0.8

)

(17)

We keep the cluster sizes equal for all clusters, but alter them
across different simulation settings between 15, 25, and 50.
The number of clusters is fixed at 30 and is not altered fur-
ther as the number of clusters does not affect the bias (see
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previous section). We run the simulation for different val-
ues of the residual variance σε (1.0, 1.5, and 2.0), allowing
us to examine the bias under different intra-class correla-
tions. Furthermore, because the missing data mechanism
(described in detail below) influences the bias, the simula-
tion results are presented under five different models for the
nonresponse.

The nonresponse model

Step two in the simulation design is the inducement of miss-
ing values. In our simulation, the missingness is limited to
Y , and the missingness mechanism is modeled based on a
logistic function of W1. Since we identified the missing-
ness mechanism as influential for the amount of bias, we
need a model that allows for some flexibility regarding the
influence of W1 on the probability of Y to be missing. We
decided to use the following model:

P
(
Yij = NA|W̃1ij , s

)
= MR · (1 − s)

+2 · MR · s · logit
(
W̃1ij

)−1
(18)

where MR denotes the desired missing rate, which we
fix at 0.5. W̃1ij is the standardized version of W1ij , i.e.,
W̃1ij = (W1ij −W̄1)/

√
var(W1ij ). The parameter s governs

the influence of W1 on the probability of Y to be missing.
Figure 1 illustrates the missing data probability functions
for different settings of s. Using this model has several
implications:

– To obtain a valid probability model, the range of s needs
to be bounded by
{max(−1, [1 − 1/MR]), min(1, [1 − MR]/MR)}. As
we set MR = 0.5, s is bounded by {−1, 1}.

– s = 0 implies Missing Completely At Random
(MCAR, see Rubin 1976).

– s > 0 (s < 0) implies a positive (negative) correlation
between x and the probability to be missing and thus
Missing At Random (MAR, see Rubin 1976).

– Larger values of |s| imply a stronger influence of W1 on
the probability of Y to be missing.

– If W̃1 is symmetrically distributed around 0, the
expected missing rate over all records in a dataset is
equal to MR.

– Records with W̃1 values close to 0 will be missing with
a probability equal to MR.

– The record with the smallest (resp. largest) possible W1

value will have a probability for Y to be missing close
to (1 − s) · MR (resp. (1 + s) · MR).

In our simulations, we alter s within {−1, 0.5, 0, 0.5, 1} to
evaluate the impact of the missing data mechanism. When-
ever less than six observed records remain in one of the

clusters, the missing data generation is repeated for this
cluster to ensure numerical stability.

Parameters of interest

As discussed above, we assume that the analysis model of
interest is a random slopes model that is congenial to the
data generating process. Point estimates of the global regres-
sion parameters β should not be biased by a cluster-specific
fixed-effects imputation procedure, so we do not focus on
them. Instead, we look at the variances of the global fixed-
effects and the random-effects variances σ 2

0 and σ 2
1 , often

reported in educational research to evaluate how much of
the total variance in the outcome variable is explained by
the cluster level units. Both imputation methods are pro-
grammed using own code following the description in the
section “Imputation models”. The functions for the multi-
level imputation will be incorporated in the R package hmi
by Speidel et al. (2017) in the future. All parameter estima-
tions for the multilevel analysis model are computed using
the function lmer from the R-package lme4 by Bates et al.
(2016).

Results of the simulation study

We discuss the impacts on the random effects first before
describing the implications for the variances of the fixed
effects. We only present results for the cluster-specific
fixed-effects imputation. Results for the original data
(before values were deleted) and for imputation based on
the multilevel model did not show any significant bias and
we omit them for brevity. In order to make the differences in
the estimations θ̂run, run = 1, . . . , 1000 for θ = {σ 2

0 , σ 2
1 }

easily comparable, we look at the empirical relative bias:

θ̂run − θ

|θ | , θ �= 0. (19)

If, for example, the true value is 0.7 and the estimate 0.71,
the empirical relative bias is (0.71 − 0.7)/|0.7| ≈ 0.014,
which is an overestimation of 1.4%. An unbiased method
has an empirical relative bias of 0. As the simulations work
empirically, not even the estimates on the original data
will yield an empirical relative bias of exactly 0. There-
fore, a small relative empirical bias is tolerable. As a rough
guideline, we refer to Grund et al. (2016). They consider rel-
ative biases of ±5% for global fixed effects and ±30% for
variance parameters to be noteworthy.

Implications for the random effects

Figures 2 and 3 show the relative empirical biases for the
random intercepts and random slopes variances for all com-
binations of the cluster size, residual variance, and missing
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Fig. 1 Illustration of missing data probabilities for different settings of s (=relationship between w1 and missing data probability) from strong
positive (s = 1.0) over missing completely at random (MCAR; s = 0.0) to strong negative (s = −1.0)

Fig. 2 Relative bias for the estimated variance of the random intercept. The cross marks the median empirical bias of the estimates on the original
data as a reference. 10 points (out of 45k) larger than 7 are not shown for readability of the figure
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Fig. 3 Relative bias for the estimated variance of the random slope. The cross marks the median empirical bias of the estimates on the original
data as a reference. 3 points (out of 45k) larger than 2 are not shown for readability of the figure

data mechanism. A boxplot centered around 0 indicates
empirical unbiasedness.

In most settings, the random effects variances are overes-
timated. In some settings they are (practically) unbiased, but
never underestimated. The amount of bias decreases with
increasing cluster size, but increases with increasing resid-
ual variance. These results are in line with our derivations
in the previous section. The bias for the random intercepts
is generally larger than the bias for the random slopes (the
median relative bias of the random intercept is almost three
for s = −1, σε = 2, and cluster size equal to 15, whereas
the median relative bias of the random slopes never exceeds
0.5). We also see that the bias depends on the missing data
mechanism. We find a decreasing bias with increasing s for
the intercepts and a U-shaped effect for the slopes. It is dif-
ficult to explain the process behind these results in general
because the bias is governed by distributional properties of
Zobs , the random effect variables of those individuals with

an observed target variable value (see Eq. 14). We provide
some explanations for the observed relationship between the
missing data mechanism and the bias for our specific setup
in Appendix F.

Implications for the global fixed effects

We do not expect to see any bias in the point estimates of
the global fixed effects since both the cluster-specific fixed-
effects imputation model and the multilevel imputation
model provide unbiased point estimates of the true pop-
ulation parameters. This was confirmed in our simulation
study (results not shown for brevity). However, as Reiter
et al. (2006) and Andridge (2011) point out, the variances
of the global fixed effects should be overestimated if the
cluster-specific fixed-effects imputation approach is used.
Our simulation study also confirmed this finding. Figure 4
contains variance ratios for all global fixed effects for all
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Fig. 4 The variance ratio of the global regression parameters (=median of estimated variances of β̂ divided by the empirical variance of β̂)

simulation setups. The variance ratios are computed by
dividing the median estimated variance by the true variance
of the point estimates across the 1,000 simulation runs. Most
of the ratios are greater than 1 indicating that the variance is
generally overestimated leading to conservative point esti-
mates and an increased chance of type II errors. The few
cases in which the variance ratios are less than 1 seem to
be artifacts, since the variance ratios for the original data
before deletion (not reported) are even smaller in these
cases, indicating a general bias in the analysis procedure.
However, beyond confirming results previously discussed
in the literature, the figure also illustrates that there is a
close relationship between the biases in the random effects
variances and the biases in the global fixed-effects vari-
ances. As with the random effects, the biases in the variance
ratios decrease with increasing cluster size and increase
with increasing residual variance. As discussed above, these
results are to be expected as the multilevel imputation and
cluster-specific fixed-effects imputation become more sim-
ilar with increasing cluster size and decreasing residual
variance. The effect of the nonresponse mechanism s on the
bias needs some further explanations. Note that the nega-
tive relationship between s and the bias for the regression
coefficients of the intercept and W2 follows the relation-
ship found for the random intercept variances, whereas the
U-shaped relationship for the regression coefficients of W1

and the interaction between W1 and W2 mimics the rela-
tionship found for the random slopes variances. This can be
explained if we note that we can express the random slopes
model in Eq. (16) in a different way:

Yij = αj + βjW1ij + εij , with εij ∼ N(0, σ 2
ε )

(
αj

βj

)
∼ N

([
γ α
0 + γ α

1 W2j

γ
β

0 + γ
β

1 W2j

]
, �

)
. (20)

Rewriting the model like this is helpful because it illustrates
that there is a relationship between the random intercepts αj

and the coefficients γ α
0 and γ α

1 , and likewise a relationship

between the random slopes βj and γ
β

0 and γ
β

1 . Relating this
notation to the notation in Eq. 16, γ α

0 and γ α
1 are the regres-

sion coefficients for the intercept and W2, while γ
β

0 and γ
β

1
are the coefficients for W1 and the interaction between W1

and W2. This explains why the biases for the variance of the
coefficients of the intercept and W2 follow a similar pattern
as the bias of the random intercept variance. Likewise, we
better understand the relationship between the biases for the
variance of the coefficients of W1 and the interaction term,
and the bias of the random slopes variance. To our knowledge,
this topic has not been addressed in the literature so far and
determining the exact relationship between the two effects ana-
lytically would be an interesting topic for future research.
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Table 1 Estimates of the variance parameters for National Educa-
tional Panel Study data

parameter available case analysis fixed-effects imp. multilevel imp.

σ 2
0 0.0228 0.0310 0.0232

σ 2
1 0.0869 0.1167 0.0844

σ01 -0.0441 -0.0596 -0.0449

σ 2
ε 0.1056 0.1058 0.1057

Real data application

In this section, we evaluate whether our theoretical and
simulation-based findings are relevant in an applied setting.
An appropriate field of research where random effect vari-
ances are of particular interest is the evaluation of teacher
effectiveness (see e.g., Lenkeit 2012, Nye et al., 2004, or
more generally McCaffrey et al., 2004b). Thus, we use data
from the Starting Cohort 3 of the National Educational Panel
Study (Blossfeld et al., 2011). The NEPS, run by the Leibniz
Institute for Educational Trajectories, is an extensive study
in Germany that aims to measure the reasons and impacts of
educational decisions over the entire life course. To achieve
this goal, surveys are conducted in a multi cohort sequence
design in which six different cohorts are followed for sev-
eral years. The cohorts are selected to cover the entire life
span starting with an infant cohort, a kindergarten cohort, a
cohort of pupils in elementary school, etc. The final cohort
is an adult cohort that represents adults aged 23 to 64 by
the time of the first interview. The six starting cohorts were
recruited between 2009 and 2012 containing more than 60,000
target persons. 5th grade students comprise the Starting Cohort

3. Many performance related items have been administered
to these students, including two math competence tests in
years 2010 and 2012. Because the aim of this real data
application is not to draw conclusions from sophisticated
educational analyses, but to show the impact of the impu-
tation methods, we consider a simple model for students’
achievements in math competence tests:

math7ij = β0 + γ0j + math5ij · (β1 + γ1j ) + εij , (21)

where variable math5 is the 5th grade test score and math7
the test score in grade 7. We conditioned on those students
who had the same teacher in both years and only missing
values in math7. This resulted in n = 630 students overall
and 29 students having missing values in math7 (→ miss-
ing rate of 4.6%). We multiply (M = 50) imputed math7
using both methods (the cluster-specific fixed-effects impu-
tation and the multilevel imputation) and estimated the
multilevel model from Eq. 21 with lmer. To isolate the
teacher effect, several additional control variables would
normally be included on both levels of the model in practice
(see, for example, McCaffrey et al., 2004a). Since including
more variables will not provide additional insights regarding
the implications of the two imputation strategies, we keep
the model simple for illustrative purposes.

Because we only focus on those observations for which
missingness is limited to the dependent variable, we can
use available case analysis as a benchmark, since available case
methodswill provide unbiased estimates in this case (assum-
ing the model is correctly specified). The estimations of the
random effects variances in Table 1 are in line with the findings
from the theoretical section and the simulation study: after
the cluster-specific fixed-effects imputation the variance
estimates are recognizably higher while the estimates based
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Fig. 5 The variance partition coefficient (VPC) for the range of x = math5 in the NEPS data
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Table 2 Point estimates and confidence interval (CI) properties of the
global fixed effects for National Educational Panel Study data

parameter point
estimate

0.025%-
quantile

0.975%-
quantile

CI-length

βaca
0 0.3830 0.3123 0.4537 0.1414

β
f ix

0 0.3808 0.3027 0.4589 0.1562

βmulti
0 0.3823 0.3105 0.4541 0.1437

βaca
1 0.2914 0.1563 0.4266 0.2703

β
f ix

1 0.2967 0.1473 0.4461 0.2988

βmulti
1 0.2924 0.1550 0.4298 0.2748

on multilevel imputation are very close to the benchmark
values based on available case analysis. The overestimation
after cluster-specific fixed-effects imputation is substantial
considering that less than 5% of the data were imputed. As
mentioned above, a commonly computed measure for the
impact of the clustering on the total variance is the intra-
class correlation (ICC). For models with more than only
random intercepts, the ”classical” ICC = σ 2

0 /(σ 2
0 + σ 2

ε ) is
no longer sufficient to summarize the contribution of the
clusters to the total variance. Goldstein et al. (2002) pro-
posed the variance partition coefficient (VPC). The VPC
is a function of the predictor variable x and the variance
components and shows the ’importance’ of the clusters for
different values of x:

vpc = σ 2
0 + 2 · σ01 · x + σ 2

1 · x2

σ 2
0 + 2 · σ01 · x + σ 2

1 · x2 + σε

(22)

Figure 5 shows the VPCs based on the available cases, the data
after the cluster-specific fixed-effects imputation and after the
multilevel imputation. One can see that the clusters would
be viewed as being more ’important’ under cluster-specific
fixed-effects imputation than under multilevel imputation.

Results for the global fixed effects are presented in Table 2.
The point estimates are almost identical for all methods.
Considering the uncertainty of the estimates as expressed
by the 95% confidence intervals, the difference between the
inferences based on the three different analysis strategies
is small, since the confidence intervals overlap to a large
extent. The last column of the table shows that the confi-
dence intervals for the global fixed effects are larger for
the cluster-specific fixed-effects imputation, which is also
in line with theoretical expectations.

Conclusion

Contributing to the discussion about suitable imputation
methods for hierarchical data, we present theoretical and

empirical evidence to the supposition that the cluster-
specific fixed-effects imputation is highly likely to bias
variance parameter estimates in a multilevel analysis model.
A simulation showed that the bias can be severe. Even
though the simulation study was limited to random inter-
cepts and random slopes, the theory holds for any number of
random effects variables (starting from only random inter-
cepts models and ending with models where each variable
is treated as random). Therefore, we generally advise using
multilevel imputation models. Even if there are only ran-
dom intercepts, including a random slope variable should do
no harm (”Consider all coefficients as potentially varying”,
Gelman and Hill 2006, p. 549).

The high variance in the cluster-specific effects under
a cluster-specific fixed-effects imputation also negatively
affects the coverage rates of the global fixed effects and
increases the probability of false conclusions. In a real
data application, we showed that even for a small missing
data rate (less than 5%) the results can substantially dif-
fer. This is a further reason to use multilevel models for
imputation.

A shortcoming of the multilevel imputation is the rela-
tively high runtime. While the cluster-specific fixed-effects
imputation took between 0.15 and 4 s (median 0.28) in our
simulation settings, the multilevel imputation took between
1.5 and 5.2 min (median 2.2). This can be a severe draw-
back if many variables need to be imputed in a dataset. A
second technical shortcoming of the multilevel imputation
is the need to monitor convergence, which is not needed for
the cluster-specific fixed-effects imputation as all posterior
distributions can be obtained in closed form.

As Eq. 14 showed, both imputation methods will pro-
duce similar (if not identical) results in three conditions:
large cluster sizes, large differences between the clusters,
and small residual variances. We cannot provide general
thresholds for these parameters to be ”large” or ”small,” but
if the researcher sees one (or better yet, as our simulation
showed: more) of these conditions met, s/he might consider
using a cluster-specific fixed-effects imputation instead of a
multilevel imputation model for convenience. This is espe-
cially relevant if there are many variables to impute and not
enough time to conduct multilevel imputations.

In this paper, we limited our analysis to missing val-
ues in the target variable as a starting point. Still, it would
be worthwhile to investigate the impacts of missing values
in the covariates. Grund et al. (2016) conducted a simu-
lation study for this scenario and found some results after
multilevel imputation to be biased. With the presumed gold
standard to be biased, analytic explanations are needed to
elucidate this phenomenon. Further research on higher level
models, comprising more than two levels, or cross-classified
clusters would also be beneficial.
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Appendix

To simplify all of the following equations, we define A :=
1/σ 2

ε · Zobs′
j Zobs

j and B := �−1. This allows us to write:

V ar
(
γ

f ix
j |.

)
= (A)−1

V ar
(
γ multi
j |.

)
= (A + B)−1. (23)

Appendix A

Following Drechsler (2015) we write φ′ = (γ ′, β ′) for the
set of cluster-specific and global effects in Eq. 4. R =
(Zind , X) is the n× ([J − 1] ·K +P −T ) matrix of regres-
sion variables, with Zind being the n × ([J − 1] · K) matrix
of intercept and slope dummies. Generally, for linear mod-
els it holds that φ|μ,R, σ 2

ε ∼ N(μ,� = σ 2
ε · [R′R]−1).

Let μ′ = (μ′
1, μ

′
2) be partitioned so that μ1 contains the

expected values for γ and μ2 contains the expected values
for β. We partition � in a similar way so that �11 consists
of a (J −1)·K×(J −1)·K matrix containing the covariance
matrix of the cluster-specific effects. Likewise, �22 is the
(P −T )×(P −T ) dimensional matrix containing the covari-
ance matrix of the global effects.With this partitioningwe have
(

γ f ix |μ,R, σ 2
ε

βf ix |μ,R, σ 2
ε

)
∼ N

([
μ1

μ2

]
,

[
�11 �12

�21 �22

]

= σ 2
ε ·

[
(R′R)11 (R′R)12
(R′R)21 (R′R)22

]−1
)

(24)

Since the joint distribution of the effects is multivariate
normal it holds that the conditional variance of the cluster-
specific effects given the global effects is

V ar(γ f ix |μ,R, σ 2
ε , βf ix) = �11 − �12[�22]−1�21

(25)

In order to simplify this equation we use Harville (1997,
Corollary 8.5.12 p. 100) which shows that for a nonsingular

matrix 1/σ 2
ε

[
(R′R)11 (R′R)12
(R′R)21 (R′R)22

]
and its inverse σ 2

ε ·
[

(R′R)11 (R′R)12
(R′R)21 (R′R)22

]−1

= � =
[

�11 �12

�21 �22

]
, partitioned

in the same way, it holds that �11 = σ 2
ε · [(R′R)11]−1 +

�12[�22]−1�21. Replacing this expression of �11 in Eq. 25
yields V ar(γ f ix |V obs, βf ix) = σ 2

ε · [(R′R)11]−1.
Multiplication rules for block matrices yield σ 2

ε · {([Zind,

X]′[Zind, X])11}−1 = σ 2
ε · {Z′

indZind}−1. For a cluster j

this means that V ar(γ
f ix
j |V obsβf ix) = σ 2

ε · (Z′
jZj )

−1.

Appendix B

Here we show that the conditional variance of each of the
cluster-specific fixed effects in the cluster-specific fixed-
effects imputation model is larger than the conditional
variance of the corresponding random effect in the multi-
level imputation model, i.e., diag[V ar(γ f ix |.)] > diag

[V ar(γ multi |.)]. To start our proof, we look at the additive
disparity of V ar(γ f ix |.) and V ar(γ multi |.).

V ar(γ multi
j |.) + � = V ar(γ

f ix
j |.) ⇔

� = V ar(γ
f ix
j |.) − V ar(γ multi

j |.) ⇔
� = A−1 − (A + B)−1 (26)

To show that diag[V ar(γ f ix |.)] > diag[V ar(γ multi |.)],
we need to show that � is positive definite since the main
diagonal elements of positive definite matrices are always
positive (Harville 1997, corollary 14.2.13 p. 214).

According to the definition of the Loewner order a Her-
mitian matrix M2 is Loewner larger than a Hermitian matrix
M1 (M2 >L M1) if the difference M2 − M1 is positive defi-
nite. It also holds that ifM2 >L M1 thenM−1

1 >L M−1
2 (see

e.g. Siotani 1967 eq. 3 p. 246 or Horn and Johnson 1990 the-
orem 7.7.4 p. 471). So to show that � is positive definite we
need to show that A−1 >L (A + B)−1 or equivalently that
A+B >L A. The last statement is trivially fulfilled because
the difference A + B − A = B is positive definite (because
B is the inverse of the positive covariance matrix � and the
inverse of a positive definite matrix is also positive definite
Harville 1997, corollary 14.2.11 p. 214).

Appendix C

To further understand which factors influence the difference
between V ar(γ f ix |.) and V ar(γ multi |.) it is informative to
identify the multiplicative factor H for which it holds that:

H · V ar
(
γ multi
j |.

)
= V ar

(
γ

f ix
j |.

)
. (27)
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Simple matrix manipulation reveals that

H(A + B)−1 = (A)−1 ⇔
H(A + B)−1 · (A + B) = (A)−1(A + B)

H = (A)−1A + (A)−1B

H = I + (A)−1B

H = I +
(
1/σ 2

ε · Zobs′
j Zobs

j

)−1
�−1

(28)

Appendix D

If Z is a n0×p data matrix then observing additional n1×p

data Znew results in the (n0 + n1) × p data matrix Z	 =(
Z

Znew

)
. According to the multiplication rules for block

matrices (see e.g., Harville 1997 section 2.2) it holds that

Z	′
Z	 = (

Z′ Z′
new

) (
Z

Znew

)
= Z′Z + Z′

newZnew.

(29)

Given the results inAppendixB it follows that
(
Z	′

Z	
)−1

<L

(
Z′Z

)−1. This shows that
(
Zobs′

j Zobs
j

)−1
decreases as nobs

j

increases.

Appendix E

The (1 − α)-confidence region for a p × p covariance
matrix can be represented as a p-dimensional ellipsoid (see
e.g., Press et al., 2007 or Scheffé 1999). An ellipsoid for a
matrix � is the set of points z �= 0 that fulfill the equa-
tion z′ · �−1 · z = c with c being a constant scalar. The
value of c can be used to define the (1 − α)-confidence
ellipsoid. Therefore we give c a subscript δ := 1 − α and
write cδ . If cδ increases the ellipsoid becomes larger (cov-
ers more area/volume). So a larger cδ means a higher level
of certainty. We will show that for any value of z the ellip-
soid equation for V ar(γ multi |.) will give a higher critical
value cδ than for V ar(γ f ix |.), i.e., z′ ·V ar(γ multi |.)−1 ·z =
cmulti
δ > c

f ix
δ = z′ · V ar(γ f ix |.)−1 · z ⇔ δmulti > δf ix .

To make this point clearer let us assume δmulti = 0.99 >

δf ix = 0.90. This would imply that only 1% of the data
drawn based on V ar(γ multi |.), but 10% of the data drawn
based on V ar(γ f ix |.), are expected to exceed the point z.
So for any value of δ the fix-ellipsoid fully encloses the
multi-ellipsoid. And if an ellipsoid E2, representing matrix
M2, fully encloses another ellipsoid E1, representing matrix
M1, one can say that values drawn from M2 vary more in
every possible direction than values drawn from M1. The
proof for our case is simple. It uses the result fromAppendix
B: V ar(γ multi |.)−1 >L V ar(γ f ix |.)−1 which is equivalent

to z′ · V ar(γ multi |.)−1 · z > z′ · V ar(γ f ix |.)−1 · z for any
z �= 0.

Appendix F

Here we want to provide explanations why the random
intercepts variance bias is negatively correlated with s (=
relationship of W1 and P(y = NA|W1)) and the ran-
dom slopes bias shows a U-shaped pattern for our specific
data setting. As mentioned in the analytical section, the
properties of Zobs

j (the observations of Zj for which Y is
observed after nonresponse was generated) influence the
(Zobs′

j Zobs
j )−1 part of the multiplicative difference between

V ar(γ multi |.) and V ar(γ f ix |.) (see also Equations 27 and
28 in Appendix C).

In our random slopes setting Z = (1, W1). This implies

that
(
Zobs′

j Zobs
j

)−1
becomes

(
nobs j ·

nobs j∑
i=1

[
W 2

obs 1ij

]
−

[nobs j∑
i=1

Wobs 1ij

]2)−1

·
( ∑nobs j

i=1

[
W 2

obs 1ij

]
− ∑nobs j

i=1 Wobs 1ij

− ∑nobs j

i=1 Wobs 1ij nobs j

)

(30)

The main diagonal elements in the second term of the prod-
uct together with the determinant (first term of the product)
in Eq. 30 govern the bias in the random intercepts and ran-
dom slopes. We can simplify (30) further by noting that the
determinant can be rewritten as (for readability we will drop
the indices i, j , and 1 from here):

nobs · ∑(
W 2

obs

) − (∑
Wobs

)2 = n2obs · var(Wobs), (31)

where var(Wobs) = 1/nobs ·∑(
Wobs − W̄obs

)2
. The proof

is straightforward if we notice that this empirical variance
can be rewritten as

var(Wobs) = 1/nobs ·
{∑(

W 2
obs

)−1/nobs · (∑
Wobs

)2}

= 1/nobs · ∑(
W 2

obs

) − 1/n2obs · (∑
Wobs

)2

⇒ n2obs · var(Wobs)= nobs · ∑(
W 2

obs

)−(∑
Wobs

)2

(32)

After this simplification, it can be seen that the main
diagonal elements of (Zobs′

j Zobs
j )−1 are

∑ (
W 2

obs

)
/(

n2obs · var[Wobs]
)
and (nobs · var[Wobs])−1.

We will start with the second component, the contribu-
tion to the random slopes bias. When the expected nobs

remains constant (as in our setting), the bias solely depends
on var(Wobs). Note that as |s| increases, it will be more
likely that those Y -values with W1 values in the tails of
the distribution of W1 will be deleted (see Fig. 1). For
symmetric distributions such as the normal distribution that
we use in our setting this implies that var(Wobs) will
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Fig. 6 Simulation of how
∑ (

W 2
obs

)
/
(
n2obs · var[Wobs ]

)
changes as s takes different values

decrease and var(Wobs)
−1 will increase and thus the bias

in the variances of the random slopes will increase. This
explains the U-shaped pattern seen in Fig. 3. Regarding
the contribution to the random intercepts bias, we find that
s has a negative relationship to the bias for our data set-
ting. But whether

∑(
W 2

obs

)
/
(
n2obs · var[Wobs]

)
is large

or small highly depends on Wobs . We simulated this ratio
for our data setup for various values of s. Figure 6 dis-
plays this ratio. The negative relationship between s and∑ (

W 2
obs

)
/
(
n2obs · var[Wobs]

)
is in line with our empirical

findings regarding the bias for the variance of the random
intercepts (see Fig. 2). However, unlike the U-shaped rela-
tionship between s and the bias for the variance of the slopes
that should hold for any random slopes model with a sym-
metric distribution of the slope variable, we emphasize that
the relationship between s and the variance of the random
intercepts is specific to this data setting and might well be
reversed in other data settings.
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